Comparison of sequence masking algorithms and the detection of biased protein sequence regions.
Separation of protein sequence regions according to their local information complexity and subsequent masking of low complexity regions has greatly enhanced the reliability of function prediction by sequence similarity. Comparisons with alternative methods that focus on compositional sequence bias rather than information complexity measures have shown that removal of compositional bias yields at least as sensitive and much more specific results. Besides the application of sequence masking algorithms to sequence similarity searches, the study of the masked regions themselves is of great interest. Traditionally, however, these have been neglected despite evidence of their functional relevance. Here we demonstrate that compositional bias seems to be a more effective measure for the detection of biologically meaningful signals. Typical results on proteins are compared to results for sequences that have been randomized in various ways, conserving composition and local correlations for individual proteins or the entire set. It is remarkable that low-complexity regions have the same form of distribution in proteins as in randomized sequences, and that the signal from randomized sequences with conserved local correlations and amino acid composition almost matches the signal from proteins. This is not the case for sequence bias, which hence seems to be a genuinely biological phenomenon in contrast to patches of low complexity.